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About Us

FlexTrade Systems is a global 

financial technology firm that 

aims to boost trading efficiency 

by simplifying the complexities 

of today’s trading workflows 

by providing a unified, open-

architecture multi-asset sell-side 

trading platform. FlexTrade 

achieves this by underpinning 

cutting-edge, API-rich technology 

with highly-specialized service 

and support for high touch and 

low touch businesses across 

cash, program trading, futures & 

options, ETF, swaps, and foreign 

exchange workflows. Whether 

the focus is market-making, 

agency, retail, or proprietary 

trading desks, FlexTrade can 

enhance STP for the complete 

order management lifecycle 

from order receipt and trading 

to middle and back-office 

workflows, in a single modular 

technology platform.
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Why Partner with FlexTrade for Sell-Side Order Management?

Sell-side desks have fewer options to improve their operations, technology, and services after 
vendor consolidation. What makes FlexOMS a credible alternative in the market today for 
those struggling with their current OMS solution and vendor relationship? 

Support all your workflows in a unified platform 

FlexOMS delivers a unified, automated solution that covers a range of workflows, including 
Cash, Program Trading, Futures & Options, ETF, Swaps, Fixed Income, and Foreign Exchange. 

“Build vs Buy” or best of both worlds 

FlexOMS is a customizable OMS platform with rich APIs to support multiple languages and 
protocols. It allows for easy integration of in-house and third-party solutions. 

Full front to middle office integrated solution 

FlexOMS delivers seamless connection between trading and middle office within a single 
solution or standalone, including booking, flexible charges & commission calculator, 
configurable Email confirms, and full CTM integration.

Sell-Side Trading Solutions 

FlexOMSTM

A new credible alternative to existing 
Sell-Side OMS solutions

Service and Deployment

Choosing a technology partner versus a software vendor 

FlexTrade’s clients trust our experience to optimize processes and leverage our domain 
knowledge and best practices. 

Client-dedicated client service model

FlexOMS platform is supported by a dedicated client service team comprising engineers and 
technical experts who own the relationship from implementation to post–go-live. 

Flexible Deployment Options

FlexOMS can be deployed to fit your operations and technology strategy on-premises or fully 
hosted solution.

Client-driven development and Innovation

FlexTrade’s extensive domain experts work with clients to deliver bespoke enhancements, 
functionality, and integrations. 


